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SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL: Small caps are the best performing equity style this year, with the
benchmark Russell 2000 (IWM) +18%, five points ahead of large cap S&P 500 (SPX). The
Russell 2000 Value (IWN) is +30% vs Growth (IWO) +7%. Small caps benefit from a current
sweet spot of strong earnings growth, more cyclical index composition, and correlation to higher
GDP growth and low volatility. Of the c11,000 US equities 90% have market cap under US$2bn.

FIVE KEY DIFFERENCES: 1) More cyclical. Small cap has a higher materials, financials and
real estate index weight, and a lower tech weight. This is helping to drive it’s estimated +67%
12m forward EPS growth vs the respectable +20% for large caps. 2) More Domestic. Small cap
has c20pp less proportion of revenues from overseas (15% vs 35%). Gives a high correlation to
US lead growth indicators - the ISM has been very strong at over 60 the last six months. But
also to local changes such as fiscal stimulus or corporate taxes. 3) More debt. Debt/equity
levels are higher, though converging, as small caps been cutting debt as large cap added. Gives
a high correlation with lower VIX volatility. 4) Less dividends. Small caps have lower dividend
payouts and have generally used less share buybacks, focusing their resources on growth. 5)
Larger. It’s a numerically large asset class, with 2,000 stocks in Russell 2000 vs 500 in S&P
500. Inefficiency is higher, with a third the number of sell-side analysts per stock (10 vs 29).

IMPLICATIONS: GDP and earnings continue to surprise, supporting small cap earnings
outperformance. Valuations are also reasonable, with Russell 2000 24.5x P/E, 10% above S&P
500 but less than half its long-term premium. We see them as a core to a diversified portfolio.

TODAY: Swathe of US data to show more reopening momentum. A natural easing in retail sales
after stimulus highs, even as yoy numbers +50%, whilst industrial production to see more gains,
and up +17% yoy. Meanwhile producer price inflation pressures seen stable at a high +6% yoy.
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